In this paper we analyse spatial variation in Japanese dialectal lexicon by assembling a set of methodologies using theories in variationist linguistics and GIScience, and tools used in historical GIS. Based on historical dialect atlas data, we calculate a linguistic distance matrix across survey localities. The linguistic variation expressed through this distance is contrasted with several measurements, based on spatial distance, utilised to estimate language contact potential across Japan, historically and at present. Further, administrative boundaries are tested for their separation effect. Measuring aggregate association within linguistic variation can contrast previous notions of dialect area formation by detecting continua. Depending on local geographies in spatial subsets, great circle distance, travel distance and travel times explain a similar proportion of the variance in linguistic distance despite the limitations of the latter two. While they explain the majority, two further measurements estimating contact have lower explanatory power: least cost paths modelling contact before the industrial revolution, based on DEM and seafaring, and a linguistic influence index based on settlement hierarchy. Historical domain boundaries and present day prefecture boundaries are found to have a statistically significant effect on dialectal v ariation. However, the interplay of boundaries and distance is yet to be identified. We claim that a similar methodology can address spatial variation in other digital humanities, given a similar spatial and attribute granularity.
. LAJ localities and the network of main roads in Japan. The mapping scale of the rather scattered Ryukyu Islands is smaller by a factor of 1.5. According to the concept of apparent time, we infer the potential contact patterns that might have 239 shaped the dialectal landscape before and at the time of the respondents' mother tongue acquitisition. 240 Apparent time constructs have been used to infer the synchronic manifestation of a language change 241 in progress for various levels of linguistics [80, 81] . It is claimed, however, that rates of change vary 242 by linguistic level (e.g., lexicon, pronunciation, morphology, syntax), with lexicon, i.e. the function 243 of words, their semantics and meaning, having a higher rate of change compared to other linguistic 244 levels [82] . We identify this as a potential risk for our apparent time approach. 245 2.2. Categorisation of the Dialect Data -Overlap Analysis 246 We start the dialectometric analysis by discovering the associations across the dialectal variants in 247 the 37 variables. Doing so we aim to find out whether certain variants are used together, but without 248 the bias usually present in traditional analyses, i.e. the map comparison dialectal analysts usually do 249 in search of individual variables' similar patterns. Lexical variation present in certain linguistic items 250 can be immense, and this is also recorded in LAJDB. To reduce variation, we categorise the answer 251 variants for each variable based on the original LAJ maps 3 . In LAJ maps, variants' symbols are grouped 252 together based on phonetic similarity, historical relations and semantic categories (see the map legend 253 example in Figure 3 ). Using the groupings present on the maps, the number of answer categories is 254 reduced from approx. 10-500 to 3-15 per variable. We term the resulting categories variant categories. 255 To measure the overlap of usage between two categories, we use a measure of association similar 256 to the Jaccard index, as we calculate the intersection over the union of the users of the variant categories. categories is used (divergences). A similar approach is present in previous research e.g. Uiboaed et al.
260
[83], who used the statistical ordination method correspondence analysis (CA) in dialectology, but for 261 finding associations across localities.
262
Based on the correspondence matrix of variant categories, Figure 6 shows a graph of associations 263 for each variant category with all others, independent of geography, created using the R package Based on the variant categories, we calculate linguistic distances for each pair of survey localities.
267
Our linguistic distance measure is similar to the NC-measure of Kumagai [74] and the RIV-values 268 of Goebl [34] . For a locality pair, our measure is defined based on the sum of differences for each 269 of the 37 variables. In turn, the difference for each variable between localities i and j also takes into 270 account differences within a variant category (see also Figure 4 ). If for a linguistic variable all answers 271 in localities i and j are in different variant categories, then a linguistic distance of 1 is assigned to this 272 locality pair for this variable. If i and j has answers in the same variant category, but not exactly the 273 same variant, the linguistic distance grows by a flat rate of 0.2. Finally, if the answer(s) in i and j for this 274 variable completely overlap(s), the linguistic distance does not grow. The linguistic distance between 275 localities i and j is then summed: pronunciation the Levenshtein distance is often used in dialectology for defining the distance between 284 two vectors, e.g. [32, 33] , we may not use this approach because of the variants that are categorised 285 together due to a sound of interest, however completely diverge, e.g., 'nanmai' and 'banbarakibi' in 286 the example variable in Figure 3 ). Two variants in the same variant category can also be a pair of 287 compound words with the two parts swapped. The histogram of variant occurrences in a variant 288 category, however, has a long tail, similar to a Zipf-curve [85] (p. 384). In most cases this means that 289 the majority of answers in i and j that fall into a certain variant category are actually also the same 290 variant. We decided for a flat rate of 0.2 when noting linguistic distances within a variant category 291 because of such discrepancies within variant categories. We tested the effect of flat rates' from 0.1 to 292 0.5 on the resulting linguistic distance and the correlation coefficient always stayed above 0.97.
293
Having created the linguistic distance matrix, the linguistic distances can be mapped from any of 294 the 2400 localities (example maps in Figure 7 ). Calculating the linguistic distance matrix allows the discovery of the encapsulated spatial 297 association. As we created a distance matrix based on the 37 variables, multidimensional scaling 298 (MDS) can be performed directly on this 2400*2400 distance matrix, containing the continuous values 299 for linguistic distance. Practically, MDS reduces the extent of a multidimensional point cloud into 300 a space as low-dimensional as possible (most research reports two or three, similarly to Principal 301 Component Analysis). "Each dimension extracted by multidimensional scaling represents a specific 302 pattern of regional variation and can thus be interpreted in isolation. However, it is more common to 303 display two or three dimensions simultaneously" [86] (p. 257). In our case, clusters of data points in a 304 three dimensional space can be interpreted as localities (actually respondents) similar to each other 305 with regards to the multitude of dimensions. Assigning the values along these dimensions to RGB 306 (Red, Green, Blue) colour values, the resulting colours can be used to find spatial associations when 307 the locations are mapped ( Figure 9 ). As a consequence, MDS supports the investigation of dialect 308 area formation, a central topic in linguistic geography. Moreover, dialect areas often defined by the 309 traditional methods of searching for 'isogloss bundles' can be revisited based on a larger number of 310 variables.
distances' (as estimations of contact potential) at the global level and in different functional subsets, 314 the main islands of Japan, using Pearson's product-moment correlation. As logarithmic relationship 315 with geographic distances was commonly found in previous research [26, 30, 39] and with a large number of locality pairs taken into account, the difference between GCD and TD is 342 assumed to level out. Because of this we expect the difference in their explanatory power to be more 343 meaningful in the regional subsets. Shortest paths in networks are, however, not always the fastest paths, as they do not take into 346 account the quality of the roads and the permitted speed. Therefore the time necessary to reach a 347 certain point is hypothesised to be a better estimation for potential contact between communities. transport faster than car transport, such as airplanes and the shinkansen high-speed railway lines of 357 Japan, TT obtained might underestimate the present day contact potential between localities.
358
Nevertheless, this TT matrix represents contact paths some 50 years after the dialect survey and 359 more than a 100 years after the time of the respondents' mother tongue acquisition. We might assume, 360 however, that with the increasing speeds in the system, the proportions in travel times have not 361 significantly changed during these times, disregarding high-speed connections, which our OSM-based As it is commonly assumed that historical contact patterns would explain today's dialectal 366 landscape more, we aimed to model the potential contact paths in Japan before the infrastructural 367 boom brought by the industrial revolution. In Japan the industrial revolution began in the 1870's, not 368 much before the LAJ respondents' mother tongue acquisition. Therefore we assume the effects of 'intact' 369 relief and environment to have had a substantial effect on the dialects surveyed. Our assumption is 370 that least cost paths, the most natural paths of contact between communities, were predominantly 371 unchanged for centuries before the industrial revolution and over land they would substantially 372 depend on relief. We also assume that the first paved roads and other measures for speeding up 
where V is the velocity of walking and S is the slope value in radians.
382
This asymmetry means that in most cases the resulting least cost paths and subsequently the 383 hiking times differ depending on the direction of the path calculated between localities. As contact 384 between any communities is bidirectional, for each locality pair we take the mean of the resulting 385 hiking times along the least cost path .
386
In order to calculate least cost paths between localities separated by sea (i.e., where a path over 
Linguistic Distances Mapped

515
Calculating the linguistic distance matrix allows to produce maps with different reference 516 locations, i.e., presenting linguistic distances in reference to certain localities. This kind of visualisation 517 goes back to Goebl's dialectometry [34, 101] . Figure 7 maps the linguistic distance from the following 518 six localities: the north of Hokkaido, a rural site in Aomori prefecture in the north of Honshu, Tokyo,
519
Kyoto, Matsue city in Shimane prefecture in the west of Honshu, and Okinawa's capital city, Naha.
520
Tokyo (formerly Edo) and Kyoto are the present and the past capitals and cultural centres of Japan, and 521 therefore thought to have affected the language of the whole country by being the starting points of the 522 (hierarchical) diffusion for many linguistic innovations [73, 102, 103] . Aomori in the northern extremes 523 of Honshu is far away from both capitals, and as such, it is associated with preserving dialectal features 524 less affected by standardisation. Matsue is the centre of the so called Umpaku dialect area which 525 has a unique historical aspect. Hokkaido has been settled by Japanese primarily from the end of 526 the 19 th century, exactly when the respondents were acquiring their mother tongue, from different 527 parts of Japan but mostly the Tohoku (NW) and Hokuriku (the western shore of central) areas in 528
Honshu. Because of this, the language history is not deep and respondents are assumed to inherit their 529 ancestor's language leading to a dialectally mixed area with Standard Japanese having gained ground 530 more easily. It is not attested in our 37 variables whether the antecedent Ainu population of Hokkaido 531 affects the variants used. Lastly, Okinawa as an archipelago used to be a semi-independent kingdom 532 mostly isolated from imperial Japan until incorporated as a prefecture in 1879, also shortly before the 533 LAJ respondents' mother tongue acquisition. Because of the historical isolation, vast differences are 534 expected between Okinawan and "mainland" varieties.
535
In general, Figure 7 shows that the closer a locality is to the reference locality, the smaller their We calculated several values estimating the potential of dialect contact across localities in the LAJ.
593
For the continuous values, we built spatial distance matrices similarly to the linguistic distance and for It is expected that the logarithm of the spatial distances will have a greater explanatory power on the linguistic variation due to the following. While linguistic distance can grow up to a certain Table 1 . These results, however biased by not taking into account distances between Okinawa,
634
Hokkaido and the three most populous islands, show that the spatial distance based estimations 635 of contact deliver very similar explained variance. We assume that this is due to the fact that the 636 overwhelming majority of locality pairs lack the possibility for direct contact because of large distances.
637
In such cases only indirect contact is present and thus the way we measure the inability of contact Within Hokkaido lower correlation is expected, since the island has been populated by Japanese 641 speakers more extensively only since the end of the 19 th century, slightly before or around the LAJ show little to negligible stochastic dominance with regards to linguistic distance, which means that 715 having a domain boundary between two survey locations would not mean much bigger chances for a 716 higher linguistic distance. The small stochastic difference between the within domain and the separated 717 groups is also visible in the density plot in Figure 13 . In contrast, for prefecture boundaries the higher 718 distance cut-off value we chose, the larger the effect size, reaching the medium and large categories.
719
In Figures 12 and 13 it is often the larger regions for which a smaller effect is present. However, distances across its boundaries. But as it is not always the case, it is safe to say that spatial variation is 726 present. This spatial variation is also marked by boundaries that changed as domains were reorganised 727 into prefectures. As changing boundaries often show a change in effect size category as well, we might 
